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GROUND EFFECT ON l)OWNWASIj ANGLES AND WAKE LOCATION
.
By S. Katzoff and Harold H. Sweberg
,,
SUMMARY
A theoretical study has been made of the reduction
in downwash and the upward displacement of the wake in
the presence of the ground,
.
and some verification of the
theory has been obtained by means of air-flow measure-
ments made with a ground-board and image-wing combination.
~iethods are given for estimating the effects and numerous ..
examples are included to illustrate the nature of these
effects and to show their order of magnitude.
—. -._.
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INTRODUCTION
. An important consideration in the analysis of the
handling characteristics of an airplane is the large re-
duction of downwash in take-off or in landing occasioned
by the proxifiity of the ground. A related considerat’itiri
is that the wing wake, which under nor-realflight conditions
generally passes below the tai-l, is displaced upward by the
ground and may envelop the tail just as a landing is about
to be made.
The basis for the calculation of downwash angles and
wake characteristics for the normal condition (without
gqounq effect) is discussed at length in reference 1; a
resume of the theory is given in reference 2-, tog-ethef-
With numerous charts to facilitate its application. The
present paper f.s essentially a supplement to these papeF8”
and extends the theory and the methods of calculation to ““
cover take-off .or landing. conditions. It Includes also
a sufficient number of illustrative exarnplesto enable the
designer to estimate the”effects of the ground-non the wake
location and on the downwash angles.
A few wind-tunnel tests were made to provide some
verificatiori of the theory and to indicate that no
important factors had been neglected.
.
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SYMBOLS
CL lift coefficient
CLw lift coefficient at a particular angle of attack,
flaps up
cLf increase of lift coefficient, at the same angle of .
attack, on deflecting the flap
cd.
A
a
E
Ew
Cf
b
c
c=
T
z
d
h
m
x
section profile-drag coefficient
aspect ratio
angle of attack
dovnwash angle .
downwash angle contributed by plain wing
dowawash angle contributed by flap
span
chord
root chord
mean aerodynamic chord
vertical distance from ground to wake origin at
root 6ection_”
distance from wing aerodynamic center to ground
downward displacement of center line of wake from
its origin at trailing edge, ‘measured normal to
relative wind
vertical distance front elevator hinge axis to wake
origin at root section, measured normal to rela-
tive wind (positive if hinge axie is above trail-
ing edge)
longitudinal distance from eleva+or hinge axis t.o
quarter-chord point of root section.
.
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f, longitudinal distance from elevator hinge axis to
t“r=iling edge of root section
L wake half-width
a correction factor in formula for ground eff-ect on
angle of attack
~
free-stream dynamic pressure
—
THEORY
In the proximity of the ground, the wing vortex
system is reflected in the ground and the resulting down-
wash at the tail corresponds to the com%ined” field of
flow of the two symmetrically situated and oppositely
rotating vortex systems. &he superposition is illus-
trated in figure 1. Figure l(a) shows the downwash
field in the plane of symmetry of a wing-, under normal
flight conditions; the field is symmstrfcal about the
wake, which is so curved that its sl,ope at every point
is the tangent of the downwash angle at that point.
The superposition of the reflected down.wash field when
the wirg is near the ground is shown in figure l(b);”
the downwash angle at every point is the algebraic sum
of the two downwash angles, and the slope of the wake
at every point is the tangent o-f”the result-ant downwas-h
angle at that point. The resultant field is shown in
figure l(C)U. —
The assumption, implied in this procedure, that
the system of bound and trailing vortices is independent
of the distance from the ground does not strictly hold.
First, since the field of the reflected bound vortex re-
duces the effective airspeed at the wing, the average
strength of the bound vortex must be c-orresp”oridingly
increased in order to maintain the given lift coefficient.
..
3c5~L
This increase is about —
d/_F
~erceg~, a-ii tfier~ul-t-s””
——._
obtained by the procedure given may, for better accuracy,
be increased by this amount. Second, the dfstiibution
of the bound vortex across the span of the wing will be
altered.by the presence of the ground with, usually, a
.
slight concentration toward the center of the wing,
Third, the trailing vortices shed from the tips of the
wings and the flaps do not extend straight back but move
—. —
.
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laterally outward under the Influence of their own reflec-
tions. The last two effects are relatively small and
are probably negligible for most cases. For a practical
first approximation it appears permissible to neglect all
three effects because, for distances from the ground for
which they become proxiounced, ‘the downwash angles are so
“far reduced that even relatively large percentage errors
are numerically small.
The wake, together with the flow into It (reference 2),
may also be considered to be reflected in the ground.
Inasmuch as this inflow %s appreciable only within or very
close to the wake, the effect of the reflected wake will
generally be negligible unless the wing is leas than one
chord from the ground; ‘
!l!heanalysis ”’given in reference 2 of the flow into
the wake has been repeated on the basis of the more recent
wak= studies included in reference 3. The results (fig. 2)
indicate that the effect is lees than that shown in refer-
ence 2~ especially near the edge of the wake.
It may be remarked here, with”respect to the actual
prediction of tail forces, that some uncertainty exists
regarding the calculation of the effective angle of attack
of the tail when It Is near the center “of the wakes where
the wake effect changes ‘rapidly with distance from the
center. For such conditions, the relation between the
effective flow at the tail and the flow which would exist
in that region in the absence of the tail may not be “very
closee Experimental studies of the forces on an. airfoil
in a nonhomogeneous field ’of flow, as in a wake, would be
of considerable aid in this reepect.
It may be noted further that the methods of reference
2 are not very accurate in certain cases, for example, if
the fuselage is a poor aerodynamic body or if the additional .
lift due “to flap deflection does not carry across the fuse-
lage. Suoh inaccuracy may be expected to persist near the
ground; however, prediction o.f the wake location, which
will often be the most critscal of ,%&e”variables involved,
will be relatively unaffected by these inaccuracies.
,’ APPARATUS AND TESTS “ ‘
Tor the tests the ground was represented, as suggested l
in referende 4,” by an image airfoil and a ground board having
?
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its leading 6dge midway between the test airfoil and the
image (indicated diagrammatically in fig. “3). The test
airfoil was a 10- by 60-inc-h “.rectangular NACA CYH afr~tiil
equipped with pressure orifices. “along the mid-semispan.
section; the image ‘airfoil was simil-r in form but had a“
Clark Y section. No Balance wae used; “the relation between
the lift coefficient at the section containing the oiiffces
and the lift coefficient of the wing,’ as determined from
previous tests, was used to estimate th~ lift. The ground
board was of 3/4-inch plywood; although prabably too thick
for the usual studies of gro’und effect on lift and dra”g-,
it was considered satisfactory for downwash studies. The
airfoils, and the ground board were mounted vertically on
the floor of the entrance co=e of the NAC!A full-sc”ale
wind tunnel (fig. 4), the alinement of the ground beard
with the air stream being verified by means of static
pressure measuremerits made near the ~eadi-ng ‘eZge on both
sides. Airsp-eeds of about 50 miles per hour were used
for the tests.
,, ,.
Measurements of tlownwash anglss and of t’otal-and
static pressures were made in the plane of” S~Ehe-Fr”y o-F-
l the airfoil by means of a two-finger yaw-hec.d (reference 5)
and a total- and a static-pressure tu~e placed near” it
(fig. 4). One test was made of the plainLairfoil ati a“
* distance of I.OC (measured to the quarter-chord_ lfig) from
the ground, at a lift coefficient of 1.0. For the afr-
foils fitted with full-span 0.20c split flaps deflected
600., measurements were made at distances of 0.6, 1.0,
and LA4C from the ground at a lift coefficient of about 1.6.
..-.
The accuracy with which the airfoil lift coefficients
were estimated from the section lift .coefficients was con-
sidered satisfactory; although the relation between the
two.is.pr?bably altered:somewhat in the presence of the
ground. Most of the downwash angles are accUr&te-~o
within about 0.25°. In the wake, however, especially -
near the trailing edge, the excessive turbulence probably
contributed further error, as was indicated by the fact
that the separate pressure readings of the two fingers
of the yaw head did not bear the. same relation to 3Eeir
difference as did the readings outside the wake.
The combination of a half-ground-board and an image
wing is probably the most pra~tical of the acceptable
methods of studying ground effect on airfoils.- As “has
been shown by a number of investigators, the boundary
layer on a ground board that extends ahead of the air-
foil expands or separates as it approaches th”&--area~”6r”
. -—.—
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the leading-edge of the airfoil, owing to the positive
pressure. gr~dieqt in.that regLon. . For the.combination,
however, the leading edge of.jthe board is..at the region
of maximum. pregsure and ‘the boundary Layer develops in .
a negative pressure gradient. Some preliminary Etudiee
indicated that this negative gradient continues for some
distance behind the airfo%l and that the boundary layer
remains of negligible thickness throughout the region
where it might influence the airfoil characteristics.
Apparently, the image wing need not.bean exact repro-
duction of the~test wing (reference 4); the’thickness
of the leading edge of the ,gr.ound...ticmr.d.dshould be reason-
ably small, howsver, fop-the leading edge corresponds
essentially to a discontinuity .in the ground level.
RESULTS Ol? TESTS AND DISCUSSION ...
.
The experimental downwdsh-angle contours are com-
pared with the’.calculated contours in figures 5 to” 8,
Since the observed wake of the flapped airfoil indicated
a profile-drag coefficient of about 0.135, the wake effect
corresponding to this value was’ fncluded in the calculated
contours.
The mafn discrepancy between t~e experimental and
the calculated values of c appears in the region close
to the. trailtng edge, where the experimental values are
,higher than the theoretical.: a vortex’ at the quurter-
chord line is apparently too inexact a substitute for a
wing, especially a flapped wing, to give accurate results
for the flow near it. In the region where the tail sur-
face is”usually placed, however, the a~reement 3s satis-
factory. The observed variation in downwash across the
wake seemed to be somewhat less sharp than that indicated
by the theory; as has already been” noted, however, the
measurements within the wake were relatively inaccurate.
Inasmuch as the calculated and the” observed” locations of
the wake center lfne agreed within the accuracy of the
measurements , only one wake center line is shown in each
figure. .
,
r
.
.,
APPLICATION
Examples of Ground Effect
.
A number of examples of the ground effect on down-
wash angles and wake location are given tn figures 9 to 13. ‘
I
. .
.
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These. figures may be used for design charts because the
examples cover most conditions of practical interest; ‘“”
that is, enough caees are included not only to illustrate
tha nature of the effect but.also to permit an estima~e
of the order of magnitude of the effect in any case. .~o:
use at lift coefficients other than those shown, the down-
wash angles and the downward displacement of the wake may
be assumed proportional to the lift coefficient. no wake
effect was included in the computations for these figures
inaemuch as the profile-drag coefficient would depend on
the type of high-lift device used: the corection for the
ground effect on the effeLct-ive airspeed at the wing hae
also been omitted because the ~ue” of a/~ depends,.to
some extentr on the geometric characteristics of the wing.
Calculation Procedure,.
— —
—
Figures 9 to 13, together with figure 2, will prob-
ably suffice to indicate to the designer the magnitude
of the ground effect and the conditions that the air-
plane muet meet near the ground. In .ord&r to comp”lete
the presentation and also to show the methods- of calcu-
lation for cases not covered by the illustrations, the
following additional discussion of the method is given:
Sunerp osition of the downwash fielde . - The only
complication in the process of superposition illustrated
in figure 1 iS that the I?cation of the wake cannot beL--—
predetermined because It depends on ~he ‘res~ltant-”down-
wash field- For any particular case, a satisfactory
mqthod of locating the wake ie to assume a wake location,
calculate the corresponding downwash angles along it,
adjust the wake location to these angles , recalculate
the downwash angles, readJust the wake locat’ion, and so
on until further stepe produce n-o change. Two or three
steps generally suffice.
Another method is ~o draw the wake center line as
a series of straight sect~ons starting at the trailing
edge (or wake Origin)r, the slope of each section being
determined by the coordinates of its fir~~ point.
(This method corresponds to the step;~~::tep integra-
tion of the differential equation, = f(x,y) .)-”
A modification of this method was found to be simplest
for locating the wake at any particular distance behind
the trailing edge within the normal range of tail posi.
tions. It depends on the observation that, in this range,
the average slope of the wake between the trailing ed&e-
and a point distant ~ behind it is very nearly the elope
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of the wake at o.45~ from the trailing edge, while”
the average slope between the trailing edge and the point
at o.45~ is very nearly the slope at 0.20~ from the
trailing edge. These relations are illustrated in figure
14. !lhe method of computing the wake d-isplacement at a
distance ~ thus conslsta of the following steps:
a. Without considering wake displacement, calcu-
late the downwash angle (resultant of the actual
and the r~flected vortex ~?~?~s) in the wake at 0.20~
behind the trailing edge.
b, Calculate the wake displacement at 0,45~ behind
the trall~ng edge as 0.45~ x tan co.ao”
c* Taking this displacement into account, find the
downwash angle
~o.45 ‘in the wake at 0.45~ behind the
trailing edge.
d. Calculate the wake displacement at t behind
the trailing edge as 1 x tan CO-45.
The wake effect (fig. 2) is added as described Id
reference 2 with consideration, also, of the reflected
wake for positions very close to the ground. For such
positions it may happen that the wake half-width, as
calculated by the methods of reference 2, exceeds the
distance from the wake center to the ground. In this
case the ground effect will no longer- be simply a reflec-
tion of the normal wake; for the calculation of downwash
anglesg however, the assumption of simple reflection will
give approximately correct results though, physically,
the corresponding concept of a wake image partry extend-
ing above the- ground 5s obviously incorrect.
.
.*
a
The small correction for the variation of downwash
.
across the tall span (fig. 21 of reference 2) may be
disregarded In these calculations.
Ground effect on lift. - Although this paper is not
primarily concerned with the ground effect on the wing
lift, some remarks concerning It may be in order, inas-
much as its magnitude must be known for any application
of these results,. For a given lift coefficient, the
angle of attack &ecreases as”the airplane approaches the
ground; hence the corresponding Increase in the angle of
attack of the tall is, for a given lift coefficient, less
than the decrease in the angle of downwash.
.
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The ground effect on the win may be considered to con-
?)sist essentially of three parts: a a reduction in the effec-
tive airspeed at the wing, due to the field of the reflecied
bound vortex, (b) a change in the effective camber and air-
foil sectfon characteristics in general, due to the curvature
and distortion of the flcti by the reflected wing, and (c) a
reduction In the induced angle ,at the wing, due to the upflow
associated with the reflected trailing vortices. An exten-
sive theoretical analysis is given in references 6 and 7$ and
the results are summarized in the appendix of reference- 8.
As indicated in reference 8, however, (c) alone appears to
account approximately for the observed ground effect on lift,
so that (a) and (b) may be considered to nullify each oth”er
for most conditions of practical interest. “A simplified
theory based on (c) alone may therefore be tentatively rec-
ommended, at least for stability and control calculations.
The reduction in the angle of attack for a given lift coef-
ficient is then given by the equation
Aa = -57.3Qa
nA
in,which, by reference 8,
.
Cr= e-a.As(ad/b)0*768
— .—
-..
For the landing attitude, o may be of the order of 0.5,
which corresponds to the effective doubling of the aspect .
ratio.
R6sum& of Method -
For the calculation of downwash angles and wake loca-
-.
tion in the proximity of the ~round, the procedure given in
reference 2 is revised as follows: “ .—- .=.
.-
. .
~lain win~s.-
-..—
..-
1. Determine x, ~, m, and z in semispans.
(Consider the wake origin to colncidewith _ .._,~
the trailing edge.)
.
2. Deterrnin”e”the downward displacement h of the
wake center Iin-e at the elevator position
in the following steps:
.. .-*..: -:.
.. -—:- —
a. Determine ~~.ao from the ‘~ownwash charte “-”=---. ~~
of reference 2. .,
.
-..
,. .,#. r“ -.7 ..—
.-
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b.
c.
(~~i term E(x - 0.8~, O) is the down- ,
wash aa-gle read from the appropri-ate
chart of reference 2 at the point
x- 0.8[ abscissa and O or&inate.
Similarly, the term C(x - o.8g, 2Z)
is read at the point
+
x - C).8~ EtbSCi86f3
and 22 ordin”ate. It will be noted that
the ordinates in the charts are thus
considered ae ~ertical distances from
the wake center; the present label,
IIverti-caldistance from quarter-chord
point,ll which applies only to the
Ilundisplatiedfldownwash-angle COn tOUrS ,
has given rise to some co~fusion.)
Determine
~o.45 from the aownuash
~o.45 = CL {
E(X - o,55g, 0)
[
-Ex- 0.55~, 2(z-O.45< tan
-.
h s ~tan 60045 .
charth,
#
—
$
.
3. Determine the do.vnwash at the hinge line as
c = CL
[
C(X, m + h) -c(x, 2Z + m -’h) 1J
j?lamwe~, .,$Ilys, -
1. Determine x, ~, m, and z as before but
measure m and z from the wake origin
rather than from the trailing edge.
2. Determine h .in the following steps:
a.
~o.io = ~Lw
-[ 1
CW(X- 0.81? O) -cw(x-0.8g,2z)
. . J
‘“ cL~“’[cf(x- 0.8~, O)- ef(x-~.85,2~); 1J
l
where the subscripts of cw “and cf
eignify that these values are to be read
.
,
.
..
..-
. .
4
l
,...“
.
3*
,’
4.
5.
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from the downwasb charts for” the plain
wing and for”’t~e flap, respectively. .
f
r — —
b. .CO.45 = c~w, 6*(X-.,0..55E, 0)—+X- o*55f,
)] “ ““2(2, -kO@4-5~ tan 6..20
..-
(
+ CLf~~f(x ‘0:55g)
.
- [ Tcfx- O.55E, 2(z-O.45~ tan co~ao} 1.. ““-L.
c. h= k ta?.~o..-~s .,
[
.-
C = CLX Ew(x, m + h)-cw(x, 22 + m - h)
-*
, 1
+ cL,f [ 1
Cf(x, m + h)- ~f(x, 2Z + m - h) “
Add the wake correction (fig. 2) ; which is a
functton of
c% ~ (measured in root-chord ‘“”-“’-~lengths) , and ~+ h (measu~ed in root-
choril length~).
Add the correction for the reflected wake,
which is a function of cdo, ~, and 2z+m-h.
-=
Examples
The specimen calculations of reference 2 will be re-
peated here for the case in which the trailing edge or wake
origin is 0.2 semispan from the ground (fig. 15).
Q%
For the
flap-up condition, the reduction in angle of attack for the
given lift coefficient is about Q.?o; for the flap-down
condition, the reduction is about 1.20., These changes
correspond to an increase in. m of abouk O,Olb/2. The
steps just outlined are:
,
,
. ,.
J?laDs Up. =- ‘
,——-
1% $ ie,o.68, ~= ’O.43, m=O, 2=0.2” ‘-
2. a. Eo*’&Q = 0.9”
[
<(0.34, o) - ~(o.34, 0.4) 1
= 0s9””(?.5° - 3s2°)
= 3-.90””””’””‘ %
(An extrapolation of the downwash-angle .
=.
.-—
—
—
-. .--—
.—
-i
–c
—
..
. . ..
—
. .. —--
3.
The
the tail lies
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.
ch’arts was necesgary to find these values
of c.) .
b, EO .46.= 0.9
[
C(O .44, o)- C(O.44, 0.37)
1
=,0.9 (6.6° - 3.5°) = 2,80
C. h“= 0.43 tan 2.8°
= 0.02”
t
[
= 0,9 ‘6(0.68, 0.02) - etO.68, 0.38) 1
=0.9 (5.80.- 3.3~) J
= 2.3°
wake half-width is abbut- 0.03 semispan and
in it at 0.02 semispan from its center.
J?lans down=-
1.’ X = 0.68, ~= 0,43, m = C,03, z = 0.2 ‘
2. a.
b..
c*
~o *20 = 0.9 [ EW(O.34, 0) - e#(o.34, 0.4) 1
#
[
J
+o.76 ef(o.34, 0) - 6f(o.34, 0.4)‘1 .
-1
= 0.9(7 .5°T 3.20) +0.76 (9.5°-4,10)
= 3,90 + 4.10
= 8.0°
[
,.
com~~ -“””0.9 6W(0.44, 0)-6W(0.44, 0.35) 1
r. : -lY t“
+0.’76 / ~f(o.44, o)
L
-cf(o.44, 0.35)1
= 0.9(6.6° - 3.6°)+0.76(9.00-4.60)4
..-,
= 2.7° +–3.3°
.
* 6.0°
h = 0.43 tan 60 .
= 0.05
.
,‘h
l
.
.
3*
4.
5.
.
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c = 0.9
!
cV(O. 68, 0.08) - cw(O. 68, 0,38)1+0.?6 1~f(0.68, 0.08) - cf(0.68, 0.38] “,.
= 0.9(5.30 - 3.3°)+-0.76(7.30 - 4.20),
= 1.8° + 2.4”0 .—
= “4.20
0.08 semispanm+h=”
-._. . . . .
.-
= o 924. er - —.
Since the wake half-width” ~ is 0.34 c=,
the tail is within the wake. Figure 2 in-
dicates a downwash-angle increment of 1.5°.
——
22+ m - h = 0.37, semispan
= 1.1X Cr
The reflected wake is thus too far away to
have an appreciable effect.
The downwash angle at the hinge line is
4.2° + 1.5° = 5.7°
which iS 5° less than the value (10.7°) calculated
for the case without ground effect. Since the attidude
of the airplane has changed by 1.20, the increase in the
angle of attack of the tail is only 5° - 1.2°, or 3.8°.
,-
The dynamic preesure at the hinge line, which is
0.,24 = 0.71 wake half~width.from the wake center Is (by
0.34 ..
fig. 24 of reference 2)
(1
- 0.2 X 0.63)q = 0.87q
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committbe for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Ta., October 3, 1941.
.-
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Figure 14.- Illustration of the simplified method of
determining the wake displacement at a distance
~ behind the trailing edge. The average slope between the
trailing edge and ~ approximately equals the slope at 0.45~
and the average slope between the trailing edge and 0.45~
approximately equals the slope at 0.20&.
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(a) Flap up (b) Flap down
Figure 15.- Illustration for the specimen calculations
—
of downwash and wake.
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